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New Titles for Children and Young People
Armstrong, William H. Hadassah: Esther the Orphan Queen; illus. by Barbara Ninde
Byfield. Doubleday, 1972. 75p. $3.95.
The story of the Jewish queen who risked her life to save her people is intrinsically
M romantic, with its Cinderella theme, suspense, and the trapping of a villain. As
5-7 presented here, the tale is so tediously burdened with long bits of Jewish history
presented as dialogue and so heavy in writing style that the romantic appeal is
almost buried.
Abdul, Raoul, ed. The Magic of Black Poetry; ed. with commentaries by Raoul Abdul;
illus. by Dane Burr. Dodd, 1972. 118p. $3.95.
A good collection to use in reading aloud to younger children as well as for
R independent reading, this is a bit different from other anthologies of black poetry
6- in that it includes writing, sometimes anonymous, from many sources as well as
the United States: ancient Egypt, South Africa, Moorish Spain, Cuba, Jamaica,
Latin America, many African countries, and the Arab world. The selections, diverse
and delightful, are grouped in subject areas and have been chosen especially to
present "positive black images for young people." Brief notes on the poets are
appended.
Adams, Adrienne, comp. Poetry of Earth; selected and illus. by Adrienne Adams. Scribner,
1972. 48p. $5.95.
Handsomely designed and beautifully illustrated with pictures in soft colors, with
R some of the pages in quiet tones of earth and rock colors, this is a compilation
3-5 of poems that celebrate the beauty of flora and fauna, of the stars and the sea
and the snow. The poetry has been chosen with high selectivity: Randall Jarrell's
"Bats," Robert Frost's "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening," Theodore
Roethke's delightful "The Meadow Mouse," the gentle plea of "The Prayer of
the Little Ducks" by Carmen Bernos de Gasztold, and some by writers as estab-
lished as Tennyson and Dickinson as well as others. A good choice for reading
to younger children as well as for independent readers.
Aliki. June 7. Macmillan, 1972. 30p. illus. $4.95.
A romping good time is had by all. Well, almost all. No names are used in this
R happy birthday book, which describes the gathering of a family on June 7, when
K-3 "my mother and father, who are my parents, whose daughter I am, and my brother,
who is their son, whose sister I am, and I were just sitting down to lunch ... "
when the doorbell rings, in come grandparents, then another set, the aunts and
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uncles and cousins bearing gifts, and everybody decamps to the park and has a
picnic. The text stresses familial relationships, the pictures show in hilarious style
the teasing cousins, the babble of conversation, the frantic trips to the bathroom,
the quickly-suppressed looks of dismay, the fond cooing at the one baby present,
the self-importance of one cousin on crutches. True to life, and very funny.
Allan, Mabel Esther. Time to Go Back. Abelard-Schuman, 1972. 134p. $4.95.
Sarah, sixteen, has been impressed by the poetry written by her dead aunt, espe-
Ad cially those poems about Aunt Larke's wartime love. When she visits Liverpool
6-9 with her mother, Sarah is sharply aware of Larke's memories of the city's burning
during World War II; bemused, she slips into that time and becomes another Sarah,
a stranger who becomes a friend of a younger Larke and her sister Clem (Sarah' s
mother, who later explains that she named her child for a wartime friend). While
this lacks the polished handling of the best science fiction, it vividly conveys the
wartime atmosphere, and there are few such blitz stories set outside London. The
romantic occasionally verges on the saccharine, but this is far more interesting than
the many patterned novels of travel-and-love that the author has written in the
past.
Almedingen, E. M. Land of Muscovy; The History of Early Russia; illus. by Michael Charl-
ton. Farrar, 1972. 147p. $4.95.
Familiar to young readers as the author of many stories set in Russia and based
R on the history of her own aristocratic family, E. M. Almedingen has written, in
7-10 Land of Muscovy, a book as dramatic and colorful as any of her novels. The text
traces Russian history from the times of the first scattered, nomadic tribes to the
beginning of the Romanov dynasty; it has enough action, intrigue, tragedy, and
triumph to fashion a handful of opera libretti. An index is appended.
Asimov, Isaac. More Words of Science; decorations by William Barss. Houghton, 1972.
367p. $5.95.
In the now-familiar format of a word or a term per page, with its definition and
R explanation, Asimov has compiled a companion volume to his 1959 title, Words
7-12 of Science. Many of the words included are comparatively new-as words known
to the layman-and as always, Asimov's clear and lively prose is informative and
enjoyable even when the terms are known to the reader. An index is appended.
Balian, Lorna. Where in the World is Henry? written and illus. by Lorna Balian. Bradbury,
1972. 28p. $3.95.
A picture book with a surprise ending is illustrated with black and white drawings;
Ad while the pictures are not outstanding graphically, the combination of simple com-
4-6 position, plenty of white space, and red print makes the book attractive. "Where
yrs. in the world is Henry," a small boy wonders, and his older sister suggests that
Henry may be under the quilt. Then comes a familiar pattern-the quilt is on the
bed, the bed is in the bedroom, and so on, to the universe. "But where is Henry,"
the boy wonders again, and there is Henry, still under the quilt, looking sleepy
and slightly guilty in leonine fashion. Lightweight, but brisk and funny, this can
help children become conscious of relationships in space with no trace of homily
in the pleasant story.
Baumann, Hans. Dimitri and the False Tsars; tr. by Anthea Bell. Walck, 1972. 188p. $5.50.
Was the young man in Poland really the deposed son of Ivan the Terrible? Not
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Ad even his mother, who had gone into a convent and changed her name, knew. In
7-9 the troubled times after Ivan's death, people had become disenchanted with the
regent, Boris Godunov, and there was a rumor that the true Tsarevitch, Dimitri,
lived. Brought back to Moscow, the young man reigned for less than a year, the
first wild adulation giving way to grumbling resentment against his Polish wife and
her religion, which the Tsar had professed. Baumann draws a rather romantic picture
of Dimitri, a far more sympathetic one than does Almedingen in Land of Muscovy,
which covers a broader historical range and is more objective. This is, however,
a dramatic picture of the intricate intrigue of Russian court circles in the seventeenth
century.
Blegvad, Lenore. Moon-Watch Summer; illus. by Erik Blegvad. Harcourt, 1972. 63p. $3.95.
Apollo 11 has already blasted off when Adam and his small sister Jenny go off
R to visit Grandma for the summer. Adam is really disgruntled by the fact that there
3-5 is no television set, although he finds, to his surprise, that radio and newspapers
give considerable information. Some friendly men next door invite him to watch
with them, but he refuses when he learns that they are trying to buy Grandma's
land for a ski lift. Loving the peace and beauty of the country, fearing that Grandma
might lose her home, Adam resents the men and realizes that he can live without
television. He is listening to the moon landing on radio when Jenny interrupts and
he savagely evicts her. Remorseful, he later comforts his sobbing sister and becomes
aware that she is more important to him than the cosmonauts' feat. This is a convinc-
ing depiction of a child's deepening sense of values, a plea for conservation, and
a hint that life can be lived without a television set. The story is written with deft
simplicity, and the illustrations are small, precise, and graceful.
Blue, Rose. Grandma Didn't Wave Back; illus. by Ted Lewin. Watts, 1972. 62p. $4.95.
While there are many books about a child's adjustment to death, few stories
R for children touch on the problem of adjusting to senility or other degenerative
3-5 processes of age. To see a beloved grandparent deteriorate, as Debbie does, can
be a shocking experience. Since her mother was a lawyer, it was Grandma who
was at home, always warm and welcoming, when Debbie returned from school.
Now Grandma is in bed, she doesn't always recognize Debbie, and sometimes
she thinks that she herself is a young girl. When her parents talk of sending Grandma
to a nursing home, Debbie screams and weeps, but when her grandmother wanders
into the street at night, it becomes clear that she needs constant care; after she
has been moved, Debbie visits her and realizes that it was necessary and that she
hasn't lost Grandma altogether. Attractively illustrated, the story is written with
restraint and understanding.
Bonham, Frank. The Friends of the Loony Lake Monster. Dutton, 1972. 135p. $4.95.
Gussie and her parents had just moved to the Oregon sheep ranch where, they'd
R heard, a mysterious monster had left tracks; when Gussie found a huge orange
4-6 egg in a nest, she was sure that a baby monster would hatch. Sure enough, a friend
who was a scientist verified the fact that the newborn animal was a dinosaur, her-
bivorous and gentle, but probably in danger of being killed by local hunters. Gussie
had taught the beast to hide when it heard her play the French horn, and there
are some lively incidents in which it narrowly escapes capture by so hiding. The
fanciful and the realistic are nicely blended in a tale with good characterization
and a briskly-paced plot; it's a deft story with an active heroine who should receive
the Fem. Lib. seal of approval, and it is also a plea for conservation.
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Branfield, John. The Poison Factory. Harper, 1972. 200p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79
net.
The Ministry of Defense had not admitted that there was any relationship between
R the deaths of employees and the fact that nerve gas was produced at Nancekuke,
6-9 a chemical defense experimental station, but Helen was sure of it. Leukemia, they
said, had been the reason for her father's death, but it seemed suspicious to her.
When the efforts of a sympathetic reporter failed to bring clarification, Helen turned
to another kind of publicity: with the help of her school drama group, she wrote
and staged a play about the dangers of chemical warfare. This brought an invitation
to visit the plant and look at her father's papers-and the story ends, realistically,
with a stalemate. The theme of the play-and of the book-is effectively conveyed,
and the author has adeptly kept it in balance so that it permeates the story but
does not dominate it. The characters are convincing, and the evolution of the play
affords some delightful scenes of a lively group of adolescents.
Bruner, Richard. Whitney M. Young, Jr.; The Story of a Pragmatic Humanist. McKay,
1972. 73p. $4.25.
A biography based on interviews taped shortly before Young's death also includes
Ad comments from colleagues and some quotations from the biographee's speeches.
6-9 Known chiefly for his leadership in the Urban League, Whitney Young was as
much an educator as an activist; his position has been criticized by some black
militants, but he stood firm in the belief that separatism was not the answer; he
fought for black people to have the opportunity to make their own choice. Interesting
as a segment of the fight for black equality, admiring rather than effusive, the book
is written in a rather sedate style, with occasional awkward transitions from quoted
anecdotes or comments to the author's narration.
Burchard, Marshall. Kareem Abdul Jabbar; The Story of Lew Alcindor; by Marshall and
Sue Burchard. Putnam, 1972. lllp. illus. $4.29.
A biography of the great basketball player is written in a simple but choppy
Ad style, the large print adding to easy readability. Over seven feet tall, Lew Alcindor
2-4 went from a spectacular college record to an equally impressive performance as
a pro. His story is laced with accounts of basketball games, stresses the problems
he had in encountering prejudice, explains his conversion to Islam and changing
his name, as a Black Muslim, to Kareem Abdul Jabbar. The weakness of the story
is not so much in the choppy style as in the choppy introduction of topics: the
discussion of Lew's joining the Muslims, for example, is flatly introduced and as
flatly dropped.
Carle, Eric. The Secret Birthday Message; written and illus. by Eric Carle. T. Y. Crowell,
1972. 22p. $4.50.
A birthday message in code explains to Tim how to find his present: "When
Ad the (symbol) comes up look for the biggest (symbol). Below it you'll see a (symbol)
4-6 . .. " and so on. Some of the symbols are clear, others open to interpretation;
yrs. the first one, for example, could be the sun rather than the moon. The pages are
cut in shapes or with openings, the present at the end proves to be a puppy in
a basket. A "map" shows the reader how to find his way back. Almost a game
rather than a book, the text is slight; the appeal of this oversize book is to the
child's sense of play and curiosity. The pictures are attractively designed, with
bright colors that show broad, free brush strokes.
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Chen, Tony. Run, Zebra, Run; written and illus. by Tony Chen. Lothrop, 1972. 32p. Trade
ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.14 net.
Brief verses about animals, most of them pointing out the vanishing species and
R the danger of extinction, are written in a direct style, many with a note of humor.
3-5 The illustrations are handsome in black and white, stunning in color; both are beauti-
fully detailed and the flower pictures that decorate the pages are delightful.
Clarke, Pauline. The Two Faces of Silenus. Coward, 1972. 160p. $5.95.
Two British children who have come to Italy with their parents to attend a confer-
R ence meet a younger boy, Luigi, and the three become involved in a magical adven-
5-7 ture. When Rufus and Drusilla simultaneously make a wish and throw coins in
a fountain, the carved head of Silenus disappears with a roar-and the ancient god
comes to life. The town is in ferment: where has the stone face gone, and who
is the unkempt giant seen peering from the cathedral roof? As the children become
more deeply drawn into friendship with the god and threatened with petrification
(literally) by his enemy Medusa, the secret becomes known to their parents. The
story ends with a dramatic scene of mass revelry and danger, the entire populace
of the town following the giant piper whose identity they do not suspect; this last
episode is not as convincing, within the framework of the fantasy, as the rest of
the book, but as a whole the story is compelling. The amiable verbal fencing among
the members of the English family forms a pleasant counterpoint to the drama and
danger of the fanciful plot. This is not as successful a blend of realism and fantasy
as the author's The Return of the Twelves, but it is a well-written tale with suspense
and good pace.
Clifford, Eth. The Year of the Three-Legged Deer; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Houghton,
1972. 164p. $3.95.
The year is 1819, the place Indiana, the three-legged deer one that had been
R raised by Chilili, daughter of white Jesse Benton and his wife, a Lenni Lenape.
5-7 It is Chilili's brother Takawsu who is the protagonist of this frontier story based
on historical events. The story begins with a scene that takes place fifteen years
later and contributes nothing to the book (indeed, it may lead the reader to expect
further development) and is told, then, in retrospect as Takawsu remembers his
loving father, the black man who was freed by him and became a friend, and the
viciously prejudiced men who sought to enslave the freed man. Equally contemptu-
ous toward Jesse Benton and his Indian family, the group of murderers ambush
an Indian party and kill Chilili before they are tried and sentenced to death. The
story ends sadly, realistically, with the departure of the Lenni Lenapes for the
west, evicted by the Great White Father in Washington-and Jesse Benton's wife,
bitter about her child's death, leaving with them and taking her son with her.
Cobb, Vicki. Sense of Direction; Up and Down and All Around; illus. by Carol Nicklaus.
Parents' Magazine, 1972. 64p. $3.78.
A somewhat misleading title, since this is a book that includes such topics as
Ad measuring distance on land and at sea. The information is useful, the text is clearly
2-4 written but has occasional jarring remarks like, "If Christopher Columbus and others
like him had stayed home, America might never have been discovered." The text
includes discussion of such simple concepts as up and down, left and right, and
goes on to place-orientation, the magnetic poles and meridians, measuring distance,
reading maps, and the use of the senses in judging location. The material is organized
to move from immediate locality to wider and wider areas, but it seems unnecessary
to explain right and left to the audience that can comprehend longitude and latitude.
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Colman, Hila. The Family and the Fugitive. Morrow, 1972. 191p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.14 net.
A story about a commune is told from a series of viewpoints: first Jill, whose
Ad husband insists that their baby must be cared for by everybody, not just his parents;
7-10 then Larry, a restless loner; Cleo, who lives with Sam and is jealous of a fugitive
girl, Sandy, to whom the group gives refuge; then, Sandy. They have tried to earn
money by serving food on weekends, but there is no profit; Larry drifts off, Sandy
leaves and is later picked up by the FBI as a revolutionary, Cleo discovers she
is pregnant and marries Sam; Cleo's grandmother, a rebel in her time, joins the
family. While the story is heavy with cross-currents and ends almost in a spirit
of conservative conformity, it does achieve two things: it shows a group of young
people who have ideals and integrity trying to work out a better way of life, and
it creates believable characters, not young dissidents who are looking only for
escape. They are not painted in flat colors; Sandy's advent and the disagreement
of the others about taking the risk of harboring her, make it clear that the family
members feel a genuine conflict between humanitarian ideas and the obligations
of the individual to the society.
Cone, Molly. Number Four. Houghton, 1972. 132p. $3.95.
Most people said Benjamin wasn't like an Indian at all. He was doing well in
R school, he was going steady with a white girl, and he couldn't see why his brother
7-10 David was so strong on the Indian way. Then, shaken by David's accidental death,
Benjamin began to brood-and the more he did, the more he realized that he had
been shutting his mind to the prejudice that existed in his small town. When people
said you weren't like an Indian at all, it really meant, "I like you because you
behave like a white man." Each step that he takes toward accepting his identity
brings more hostile behavior toward Benjamin, until he cannot accept the fact that
he belongs in neither the white world nor the Indian. This starkly dramatic story
is based on a real incident in which an Indian boy was drowned, as Benjamin is-al-
most surely a suicide. The changes in the protagonist and the changing attitudes
toward him are skilfully developed, the characterization excellent.
Cresswell, Helen. The Beachcombers. Macmillan, 1972. 133p. $4.95.
Although the setting is contemporary, this has the flavor of a period piece. Having
R answered an ad for a free Easter holiday, young Ned finds the members of the
4-6 Pickering household a group of thieving rascals, their worst enemies the distantly-
related Dallaker family. Fiony Dallaker is just Ned's age, and he envies her for
being able to live on a boat. Her family are beachcombers, the Pickerings are scaven-
gers; both are militantly watching for the lost family treasure, a brassbound box
containing a ship's logs, to be washed ashore. The ending is curiously surprising,
but it is Ned's struggle to be free of the evil Pickerings rather than the story of
the missing treasure that gives the book substance. The den-of-thieves atmosphere
has the quality of Leon Garfield's period pieces, without his humor but with all
the suspense and the convincingly malevolent characters.
Cross, Jeanne. Simple Printing Methods. Phillips, 1972. 47p. illus. $5.95.
A modest compendium of print-making techniques begins with a list of materials
Ad needed, some of which will ordinarily be found in the home and some that must
3-5 be purchased in an art supply store. The text is somewhat weakened by a paucity
of step-by-step directions, but many of the ideas suggested are quite simple: using
a roller, drawing on inked designs, printing textured materials, reverse printing of
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flora, using potatoes or cork to make designs, and making rubbings. Parents will
appreciate the warnings about safety and tidiness, and the book ends on a note
of encouragement, advising the reader to experiment.
Ehrlich, Amy. Zeek Silver Moon; illus. by Robert Andrew Parker. Dial, 1972. 25p. Trade
ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
Short episodes in the life of a small boy, from his infancy to his family's move
Ad to the country. The distinctive illustrations are simply composed and softly colored,
K-2 effectively conveying the feeling of family love that permeates the text. Unfor-
tunately, the text has little else of any strength: the infant cries, his father sings
to him; when he is fourteen months old, he has favorite toys; when he is two,
he goes for a walk with his father and mother. His parents are young, affectionate,
and they live very simply. The story ends abruptly, soothing but static and amor-
phous.
Epstein, Beryl (Williams). Two Sisters and some Hornets; illus. by Rosemary Wells. Holiday
House, 1972. 27p. $4.95.
Two middle-aged sisters indulge in a bout of querulous one-upmanship as they
Ad remember an incident of their childhood. It begins casually, when a hornet flies
K-2 by . . . "They always remind me of that time in the outhouse at Aunt Hattie's
farm. Do you remember?" Agnes asks. Of course Gertrude remembers-but the
two differ on every aspect of the event. Why did Gertrude stop to button little
Agnes' panties? According to Gertrude, so that she wouldn't shock people; accord-
ing to Agnes, because that's the way Gertrude was, always jerking at her sister's
clothes so that people would say she was like a little mother. The story ends in
continuing acrimony, a painless reminder of the silliness of petty quarrels. Very
funny in a tart and realistic way, the illustrations showing two unattractive little
girls in appropriate dress, with the sisters of the present tucked into a corer of
each page, expostulating.
Fleischman, Sid. McBroom's Zoo; illus. by Kurt Werth. Grosset, 1972. 44p. Trade ed.
$3.95; Library ed. $3.99 net.
It's nice to have Kurt Werth back with the McBrooms again, his frolicsome draw-
R ings echoing to perfection the blithe nonsense of the tall tale. As in earlier McBroom
3-5 stories, the humor is both in the exaggeration of impossibilities and in the contrast
between them and the straightforward manner in which they're described. This
time a tornado sucks away the fabulous McBroom topsoil, and the family decides
that the odd animal creatures that have turned up after the tornado shall be the
basis of a zoo. There are a few embroideries on the plot, which concludes with
the animals returned to their natural habitats and the topsoil carried home, but
they are little more: the fun is in the conception of such creatures as a Sidehill
Gouger, a-rabbit-like creature with legs shorter on one side-very convenient, those
gouges, for the square eggs of the Galoopus Birds.
Fleming, Alice, comp. Hosannah The Home Run! Poems about Sports; illus. with photo-
graphs. Little, 1972. 68p. $4.95.
Well-chosen photographs illustrate a charming and varied anthology, with selec-
R tions from English language poets from Izaak Walton and John Gay to Richard
5- Armour and Gregory Corso. Approximately twenty sports are reflected in poems
that range from the light humor of Armour and Nash to the beating insistence of
William Carlos Williams' "The Yachts," or Edwin Hooey's dramatic "Foul Shot."
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A very nice collection, one that may well catch the interest of-perhaps even con-
vert-a reader who has eschewed poetry heretofore. A section of brief notes on
the authors is appended.
Goble, Paul. Brave Eagle's Account of the Fetterman Fight; 21 December 1866; by Paul
and Dorothy Goble; illus. by Paul Goble. Pantheon Books, 1972. 60p. Trade ed.
$4.50; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Based on historical documents and told through the words of Red Cloud, an
R Oglala Sioux chief, this is the stirring story of Indian resistance to the white man's
5-7 incursion into their lands. Pushed by the government and enforced by army troops,
the claim for a right of way to the gold mines farther west was fought for six months
by combined Indian tribes before it culminated in the Fetterman fight. Captain Fet-
terman had said he could whip the whole Sioux Nation with only eighty men. "It
was brave talk, yet foolish," Red Cloud says gravely. Acting against orders, Fet-
terman attempted to surprise the Indians from the rear, and was completely defeated.
There were no survivors. Comments on the military action are included in italicized
passages, with a preface and an afterword to give historical background. The writing
is forceful and somber, the illustrations striking in composition and beautifully
detailed in costume.
Greenfeld, Howard. The Impressionist Revolution. Doubleday, 1972. 1llp. illus. $5.95.
The author's introduction explains that he has limited his discussion to four major
R figures: Claude Monet, Camille Pissaro, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, and Alfred Sisley.
7- Other impressionist painters and some of their predecessors and followers, their
critics and proponents, do enter this detailed and knowledgeable history of the rebel
group whose work was for years reviled and ridiculed by contemporary art critics
and judges, and sneered at by the public. The book gives adequate coverage to
the artists' personal lives, but focuses on their theories, techniques, and innovations,
and on the way they influenced and sustained each other through the long years
of poverty and rejection. An important book and an interesting one, with many
reproductions in black and white and one section of color reproductions.
Guilcher, J. M. A Tree Grows Up; by J. M. Guilcher and R. H. Noailles. Sterling, 1972.
96p. illus. $3.50.
A companion volume to A Tree Is Born (reviewed in the March, 1961 issue)
R which traced the yearly cycle of trees; here the purpose is tree identification, and
5-7 the photographs show branches and leaves, buds, fruits and flowers so that tree
parts can be recognized in every season. The photographs include many that are
magnified, and the format has been improved, with a running foot in bold type,
whereas the earlier book had type confusingly hard to distinguish from that of the
text.
Haskins, James. From Lew Alcindor to Kareem Abdul Jabbar; illus. with photographs.
Lothrop, 1972. 96p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
Black, Catholic turned Muslim, over seven feet tall, and a millionaire at the age
R of 22 when he signed a contract to play professional basketball, Lew Alcindor was
5-9 called by one of his coaches, "a minority of one." Like the Burchard book for
younger readers, reviewed above, his biography discusses his career, his conversion
to Islam, his reactions as a black man, and his personal life. That it goes into
more detail is expectable in a book for older readers; but this has far more. It
is capably written, balanced in treatment of the aspects of the biographee's life,
and perceptive in analysis of his problems.
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Haskins, James. A Piece of the Power; Four Black Mayors. Dial, 1972. 174p. illus. $4.95.
The author of Diary of a Harlem Schoolteacher points out, in a preface to studies
Ad of four black mayors, that although the elections to office of Richard Hatcher,
7-10 Kenneth Gibson, Carl Stokes, and Charles Evers show an increase in black voting
power, "that the power of black mayors is questionable can best be seen in northern
cities," and that such men do not always have the continued support of their own
people. His sketches are written in a competent style and with objective approach,
but are perhaps more interesting as studies of the intricacies of political life than
as revealing biographies. An extensive divided bibliography and an index are
appended.
Haviland, Virginia, ed. The Fairy Tale Treasury; illus. by Raymond Briggs. Coward, 1972.
192p. $9.95.
A delightful anthology, many of the tales retold by such standard authorities as
R Joseph Jacobs or Flora Annie Steel; many are the versions used by the compiler
4-6 in her "Favorite Fairy Tale" series. Most of the thirty-two stories are traditional
favorites, and they are brilliantly illustrated by Raymond Briggs, whose companion
volume, The Mother Goose Treasury, won the Kate Greenaway Medal. The pic-
tures, some in color and some in black and white, are gay and lovely, varied in
style, and distinguished for their humor and vitality.
Heady, Eleanor B. Safiri the Singer; East African Tales; illus. by Harold James. Follett,
1972. 96p. $3.95.
Seventeen folk tales are told in casual, conversational style. Although a few of
R the stories have human characters, they are really all talking animal tales, some
3-5 in the category of "Why" stories or trickster tales. There is little humor in the
telling, but there is enough in the content to make the tales entertaining for the
individual reader, and there is enough lively action to make the collection useful
as a source for storytelling. Since the book has no connective material, only the
author's note gives a clue to the fact that the tales are purportedly told by the
mythical Safiri of the title.
Heide, Florence Parry. My Castle; illus. by Symeon Shimin. McGraw-Hill, 1972. 42p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.72 net.
The castle is a fire-escape landing, the speaker a child (no name) who sleeps
Ad there and spends much of his time alone, watching people below. Mother works,
K-3 he watches for her at the end of the day. They have a sandwich, sitting in the
castle. Soon it is time to bring the mattress out, to see if Mr. and Mrs. Rodriguez
are in their castle (the landing below) yet. There is a certain wistful quality to
the text, echoed in the handsome but repetitive pictures, but there is no plot and
seemingly no direction to the book-it simply describes a small child's lonely day.
Hutchins, Pat. Good-Night, Owl! Macmillan, 1972. 28p. illus. $4.95.
In a more verdant style of illustration than that of her earlier books, Pat Hutchins
R uses an amusing setting that is repetitive and cumulative. Owl, trying to sleep,
2-5 is kept awake by a series of animal noises: "The woodpecker pecked, rat-a-tat!
yrs. rat-a-tat! and Owl tried to sleep." As each animal is introduced, he perches on
a branch of Owl's tree, giving the reader the pleasure of identification. Then darkness
falls, there isn't a sound-and Owl screeches, waking everyone up. The ending
is perky, the pictures funny, and the simplicity and repetition of pattern in the
text are encouraging for the pre-reader.
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Johnston, Johanna. The Indians and the Strangers; illus. with woodcuts by Rocco Negri.
Dodd, 1972. 109p. $4.50.
Not full biographies, but short sketches that describe the confrontations between
R some major figures in American Indian history and the white men with whom they
2-4 warred or planned for peace, this gives an excellent overview of the remorseless
manipulation and persecution of Indians. It does so particularly effectively because
the text, very simply written, is so restrained and objective, including some instances
of amicable relationships; it is in the mounting evidence that the impact is made.
The stories are chronologically arranged, from "Squanto and the English Explorers"
to "Crazy Horse and Custer's Last Stand," which ends, "The battle at the Little
Big Horn River had really been the Sioux' last stand."
Kay, Helen. A Day in the Life of a Baby Gibbon; illus. by Symeon Shimin. Abelard-
Schuman, 1972. 28p. $3.87.
The illustrations are attractive, the text simply written and moderately informa-
Ad tive, yet the sedate monotone of the story lends the book an air of tedium. The
K-2 gibbon family wakes and eats, naps and eats again; the members groom each other,
the young gibbons play, the mother protects the youngest gibbon. Two groups of
these small apes have a territorial dispute that ends amicably. The facts are accurate,
but there aren't very many of them for a child wanting information; the narrative
form cannot mask the fact that there is no real story here.
Levoy, Myron. The Witch of Fourth Street and Other Stories; illus. by Gabriel Lisowski.
Harper, 1972. 110p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.43 net.
Eight short stories are set in an ethnically diverse neighborhood of New York's
Ad Lower East Side in a time that was "many years ago." The title story is about
4-6 an Irish child who is sure that the gnarled old woman who sells pencils is a witch
until she sees Mr. Coletti, the organ-grinder, kiss her. Irish, Italian, and Jewish
characters predominate in the tales, which tend to be pious and sentimental but
are given vitality by the flavorful characters and dialogue and by the folk humor
in the latter.
Lines, Kathleen M., ad. Agib and the Honey Cakes; retold by Kathleen Lines; illus. by
Barry Wilkinson. Walck, 1972. 48p. $4.75.
A retelling of a tale from The Arabian Nights is illustrated with attractive, roman-
Ad tic pictures. The beautiful Badoura has long been promised in marriage to her kins-
3-5 man, but the imperious Sultan demands her as a bride. Irate at being refused, the
ruler plans to unite the girl and an ugly slave, but a genie intervenes and brings
in a handsome stranger with whom Badoura spends the night. The stranger disap-
pears. Badoura in due time has a beautiful son, Agib; years later the boy is in
Damascus and eats some delicious honey cakes. When reporting this to his grand-
mother, Agib awakens a great hope. Nobody makes honey cakes like this save
she and the son to whom she gave the recipe. The baker proves indeed to be the
long-lost love of Badoura, father of her child and son of her dead uncle. The
intricacies and coincidences of the tale are made as simple as possible in the retelling,
but the baroque quality of construction remains and the story seems, perhaps for
this reason, overextended.
Little, Jean. From Anna; illus. by Joan Sandin. Harper, 1972. 201p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library
ed. $4.43 net.
Seeing what the Nazis were doing to his Jewish friends, and convinced that things
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R would get worse in Germany made Papa decide that the family must emigrate to
4-6 Canada. The other children faced the change with varying degrees of equanimity;
for Anna it meant disaster. Always the awkward ugly duckling of the brood, unable
to learn reading, she dreaded both the new language and the prospect of another
set of scornful teachers. Although it seems not quite believable that it occurs to
nobody that the child needs glasses, and the change from duckling to swan has
moments of sentimentality, this does show convincingly what a sympathetic teacher,
a special class, and new friends who are understanding can do to help a child gain
self-confidence; the glasses Anna gets after an eye-test are, of course, half the battle
won. The writing style and the characterization are excellent, and the double themes
of loving freedom and understanding the handicapped are values sustained through-
out the story.
Livingston, Myra Cohn. The Malibu and Other Poems; illus. by James J. Spanfeller.
Atheneum, 1972. 44p. $4.25.
While she is in command of the tools of structured poetry, Myra Cohn Livingston,
R one of the major contemporary writers of poetry for children, does not need to
5-7 depend on them; she writes with a free-flowing rhythm and an effect of spontaneity.
Themes and mood vary, some of the selections light and humorous, others thought-
ful. There is a sharp awareness of ecological disruption, a perceptive capturing
of mood or a suddenly sharpened vision of natural beauty, and many of the poems
reflect the child's view of self. Although this book is recommended for a particular
reading-level span, there are no boundaries for good poetry-adults may enjoy this,
and it can be read aloud to younger children.
Lobel, Arnold. Mouse Tales. Harper, 1972. 64p. illus. (I Can Read Books). Trade ed. $2.50;
Library ed. $2.92 net.
As nice to read aloud as they are for the beginning independent reader, the seven
R short stories in Mouse Tales are told at bedtime by a mouse father to his seven
1-2 small sons. The illustrations have soft colors and precise, lively little drawings of
the imaginative and humorous events in the stories. The themes are familiar to
children: cloud shapes, wishing, a tall and a short friend who observe-and
greet-natural phenomena on a walk, taking a bath, et cetera.
Lubell, Winifred. Picture Signs & Symbols; by Winifred and Cecil Lubell. Parents' Maga-
zine, 1972. 64p. illus. $3.78.
Clear and attractive drawings are carefully integrated with the text in a book
R that is useful as well as interesting, and that may stimulate readers to a further
2-5 interest in symbols and communication. The book discusses holiday symbols, flags,
travel signs that can be universally understood, maps, musical notation and signs
used in arithmetic, religious symbols, American Indian sign language, and other
picture signs, such as the new symbols that have been adopted for ecology, recycling,
pollution control, clean air, et cetera.
McKown, Robin. The World of Mary Cassatt; illus. with photographs. T. Y. Crowell, 1972.
253p. $4.50.
Like Ellen Wilson's American Painter in Paris, this is as valuable for its informa-
R tion about the Impressionists as it is for the picture it gives of Mary Cassatt. This
7-12 has less material about the early work of the artist, but goes more extensively into
her relationship with Degas, her espousal of-and identification with-the Impres-
sionists, and her influence on American collectors and museums in championing
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them. Much of the material in both books is based on Frederick Sweet's Miss
Mary Cassatt, Impressionist from Philadelphia; Wilson's biography is more per-
sonal, McKown's more a balance of Cassatt the artist and the art world of Cassatt.
A partial list of her works (arranged by the major museums in which they are hung),
a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Manning-Sanders, Ruth. A Book of Charms and Changelings; illus. by Robin Jacques. Dut-
ton, 1972. 124p. $4.50.
Fifteen tales, illustrated with the deft and distinctive black and white drawings
R of Robin Jacques, are included in a new collection. Like other compilations by
4-6 Manning-Sanders, this is a joy to read aloud; the magical fairy changelings and
human pawns are described in a light, flavorful style that has a sense of humor
even when the tales are not humorous. Good for storytelling, too.
Marks, Geoffrey. Women in White; by Geoffrey Marks and William K. Beatty. Scribner,
1972. 239p. illus. $6.95.
A history of women who served as physicians, from priestesses and midwives
R of ancient times to today. Biographical sketches of major pioneer doctors vary in
7-10 length and are interspersed through the text. A last section is devoted to "Women
in Related Fields": a history of women in nursing, with biographical sketches of
Florence Nightingale, Dorothea Lynde Dix, Jane Addams, and Marie Curie follow-
ing. Since many of the doctors are given very brief attention (Sophia Jex-Blake,
for example, is allotted two pages) it seems rather out of place, in view of the
book's title, to include others about whom there is no dearth of biographical informa-
tion. The writing style is dry and serious, the print small; the book has minor refer-
ence use because of its broad coverage and the mention of so many major and
minor figures in the long struggle for women's equality in medical education and
practice. Extensive reference notes, a selected bibliography, and an index are
appended.
Matthiessen, Peter. Seal Pool; illus. by William Pene Du Bois. Doubleday, 1972. 79p. $4.95.
The impeccably witty pictures of the artist add humor and vitality to a story
Ad that almost fails because the dialogue so often verges on the cute or precious. The
3-5 story is vociferously pro-animal and anti-man-as-captor. Two children visiting the
Central Park Zoo encounter an odd gentleman who divulges his true, fantastic
story-a tale that is the real story of the book, although the children reappear at
the close. Dr. Fluke describes his rescue of the Great Auk and its establishing
residence in secret in a tunnel of the Seal Pool. The acid, petulant bickerings of
the zoo creatures are amusing, but the puns, latent content, and oblique references
are rather heavily laid on.
Meeks, Esther K. Pete's Puzzle; illus. by Don Madden. O'Hara, 1972. 48p. $2.50.
A series of mysterious messages rocks the boys of a fourth-grade classroom.
Ad All the first message says is "201", the second has a splash of bright red, the
2-4 third clue is a drawing of a mouse, and each time every boy in the room has the
same message. Pete, determined to solve the puzzle, asks his new friend Richie
if they can't do detective work together and is rather surprised when Richie refuses,
saying it is a one-man job. He is less surprised when he discovers the culprit:
Richie, who claims that he had to test the others as "a sort of initiation into a
secret organization," a group that consists of one member, himself. The writing
style and illustrations are adequate, the plot slight, with the appeal of the story
being in the lightly humorous dialogue and the "mystery" of the messages.
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Offit, Sidney. Only a Girl Like You. Coward, 1972. 126p. $5.95.
Christine is a free soul, a girl determined not to be committed to a pattern of
R living, and Sam had fallen desperately in love when he saw her sitting alone in
7-9 the park drinking wine from "a sexy glass." Conventional and not too secure about
girls, Sam is the son of conforming parents whom he loves, and he is baffled and
enchanted by Christine, desolate when he discovers she is living with a married
man yet determined to make love to her himself. This fulfillment, when achieved,
doesn't change Christine, and her lover accepts Sam urbanely-but these are too
many ties for a free soul, and Christine disappears. The author treats both sexual
attitudes and chagrin d'amour with candor and sensitivity. Christine isn't wholly
convincing as a character, but Sam is painfully, touchingly real.
Peck, Richard. Don't Look and It Won't Hurt. Holt, 1972. 173p. $4.95.
Carol's mother had been bitter when her husband deserted her, and became more
R so after the divorce when he remarried. Since her older sister Ellen was absorbed
7-10 in her own life and a love affair, it was up to Carol to take care of her younger
sister while Mom was at work. So there was little time to be with friends and
no money for pretty clothes-all the harder for Carol when a perfectly nice boy
became interested in her and her mother insisted that she stop seeing him. When
Ellen became pregnant and went to Chicago to have her baby, Mom was angry
and icy; she didn't seem to care if her oldest daughter ever came home. It was
Carol who went to see Ellen, with money provided by the father she hardly knew,
and to beg her sister to come home. A loving girl, Carol, with more than her share
of the difficulties of growing up. It is Carol who gently tells her little sister, worried
about a pet that may die, not to look at a picture of the cat, "It won't hurt if
you don't look." Carol has learned to look away from the pain she cannot alleviate.
There have been many books about a young girl's growing toward maturity; there's
always room for another like this, honest and perceptive.
Pettit, Florence H. How to Make Whirligigs and Whimmy Diddles; and Other American
Folkcraft Objects; illus. by Laura Louise Foster. T.Y. Crowell, 1972. 349p. $6.95.
Even if a reader is not interested in following directions for making any of the
R objects described, this is entertaining reading. Each section begins with background
7- information that describes the use of the object, and is followed by clear step-by-step
instructions that are amply illustrated; a list of tools (also illustrated) and materials
for each is included. There is also a glossary of tools and materials, a section on
"Tricks to Know About Making Designs", a list of supply houses, a bibliography,
a list of museums, and a relative index.
Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). How Puppies Grow; photographs by Esther Bubley. Four Winds,
1972. 37p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.12 net.
This doesn't give as much information as do most Selsam books, but it is written
R with her usual gift for very simple prose that avoids being stilted; easy enough
1-2 for beginning independent readers, the text is smooth enough to read aloud well,
and can be used with preschool children. The photographs and the text show puppies
from the day after birth, nosing blindly about, through the stages of walking, seeing,
eating solid food, learning to play, and ready for a child to cuddle them.
Silverstein, Alvin. The Skin; Coverings and Linings of Living Things; by Alvin Silver-
stein and Virginia B. Silverstein; illus. by Lee J. Ames. Prentice-Hall, 1972. 90p.
$4.95.
Well-organized, clearly written, and illustrated with drawings that are carefully
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R captioned and placed, this is a good book on the skin of human beings and other
4-6 living creatures. Most of the text is devoted to the skin of our own bodies, both
the visible covering and the integument of organs; it describes the structure and
functioning of the skin, its response to stimuli and its role in regulating body tempera-
ture. An index is appended.
Simon, Seymour. Let's Try It Out ... Hot and Cold; illus. by Joel Snyder. McGraw-Hill,
1972. 35p. $4.33.
In a good book for the child who is curious about scientific phenomena, a science
R teacher includes in his discussion of heat and cold many simple projects that require
2-4 no special equipment. Written in a succinct, direct style, the text describes how
we feel and dress in response to temperature, how animate and inanimate objects
react, and the way in which heat is conducted or retained by objects of different
consistencies and colors. Some of the attractive illustrations are merely ornamental,
but many complement and extend the text.
Steptoe, John. Birthday. Holt, 1972. 29p. illus. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $4.97 net.
The vibrant colors and bold patterns of Steptoe's paintings are always effective;
Ad here they illustrate an imaginary black community, Yoruba, of people who have
K-2 left the "old America." "My Daddy," says Javaka, ". . . says the people there
didn't treat him like a man 'cause he was black." His Daddy is the strongest and
smartest man alive, Javaka knows, and his parents are generous hosts for an eighth
birthday party for their son, the firstborn of Yoruba. All the neighbors come to
sing and dance, to offer thanks to God. "The party didn't end 'til three or four
o'clock in the morning. It was the best day I ever had!" While birthdays are always
an appealing subject and the warmth and security in Javaka's account is clear,
the story has no action to give it substance but must depend on those appeals
plus that of the dream community for effectiveness.
Storm, Theodor. Little John; ad. from the German by Doris Orgel; illus. by Anita Lobel.
Farrar, 1972. 33p. $4.50.
Little John thinks of a way to trundle himself when his exhausted mother has
Ad fallen asleep; he hoists his nightshirt (this was written in 1849) for a sail, and puffs
K-2 up a wind. Helped by the amused moon, he trundles through the keyhole and off
into the sky. With the coming of dawn, the indignant sun evicts the intruder, and
Little John falls out of bed and into the sea. "And then what happened?" The
story ends, "Don't you remember? You and I came along just in time and took
Little John in our boat with us, and rowed him safely to shore." The ending is
anticlimactic, the story imaginative but tenuous. The illustrations are appropriately
dreamy, with soft pictures in black and white relieved only by the pale lemon-yellow
of the smiling moon and the vivid pink and orange of the sun's large, irate face.
Tison, Annette. Inside and Outside; written and illus. by Annette Tison and Talus Taylor.
World, 1972. 23p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $4.23 net.
Using the technique of alternating color transparencies with ordinary pages, the
Ad author-artists are able to convert a scene by changing the colors and some of the
K-2 details. The grey stone walls of a castle, for example, are a cover of a cutaway
scene of the activities within. While the overlays are not used as imaginatively
as they were in the first book by Tison and Taylor (The Adventures of the Three
Colors; World, 1971) there is much more humorous detail. The framing story, in
which a boy ponders the sorts of dog houses he may build and ends making a
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conventional doghouse, is weak, but the conversion technique is intriguing, and
the minutiae are the sort over which children are wont to pore.
Topping, Audrey. A Day on a Chinese Commune. Grosset, 1972. 19p. illus. Trade ed.
$3.95; Library ed. $3.99 net.
A Canadian who attended college in Nanking for several years, Audrey Topping
Ad has compiled a selection of photographs around which she has woven a thinly
2-4 fictionalized story of a boy, his village, and his family. Most of the photographs
(some pages carry text, all pages are partly or wholly used for pictures) have little
to do with Wang Wei-Ming, but show a rice paddy or a grocery store while the
text says he is there. The writing is dry, straightforward, and often seems contrived
to fit the pictures. Nothing unusual here, but there is an intrinsic interest in the
photographs, the comments are made from personal experience, and the book is
suitable, by length and difficulty-level of the text, for the young reader who may
be curious about life in rural China, a subject to which there has been little access.
Tournier, Michel. Friday and Robinson; Life on Speranza Island; tr. by Ralph Manheim.
Knopf, 1972. 118p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.39 net.
A variation on the Robinson Crusoe story is interesting more as a comparative
M version than for the story itself. Possibly the obtrusive contemporary phrases that
6-8 dot the book ("He got sick of watching .. .", he was "scared") are due to transla-
tion, but they are a minor flaw. The book's chief weakness is in the stereotypical
picture of Friday as the happy savage, laughing, dancing, stealing when he can,
lazing about when his "master" is away. The change of plot here is that after
an accidental explosion of hoarded gunpowder destroys the years' accumulation
of work, Robinson realizes that "from then on Friday would be the leader." No
reason given. The two revert to a Rousseau-like simplicity, and Friday (again inex-
plicably) shows all sorts of talents he had never exhibited. The story ends with
the advent of a ship and Robinson's decision to stay on the island. Friday has
been lured into staying on the ship; Robinson suspects that he is destined for slavery.
A young and mistreated cabin boy hides on the island until the ship is gone, and
he and Robinson start a new life, "a life as beautiful as the island that was waking
in the mist at their feet."
Vining, Elizabeth (Gray). The Taken Girl. Viking, 1972. 190p. $4.95.
Set in Philadelphia in the years before the Civil War, this story of an orphan
R girl, taken to live with a Quaker family, is as much a story of the abolition movement
5-9 as it is of young Veer Schuyler. John Greenleaf Whittier also lives in the house,
and Veer falls deeply in love with him despite the difference in their ages. The
book has historical interest and an attractive protagonist; it is capably written and
has no lack of action; it is weakened somewhat by the fact that the material about
the anti-slavery movement almost overwhelms the story.
Williams, Barbara. The Secret Name; illus. by Jennifer Perrott. Harcourt, 1972. 123p. $3.95.
"I'll never forget the first time I saw Betsy," Laurie begins, and describes the
Ad shy, unhappy Indian child who had come to live with a white family. Laurie was
4-6 nine then, Betsy a year younger, newly-arrived from the Navaho reservation to
live in the Mills home while she went to school. Although this depicts a slow-growing
understanding and affection between the children that culminates with Betsy's gift
of confiding her secret name to her "white sister", it is primarily a story of cultural
conflict: Laurie cannot at first understand what things make Betsy uncomfortable
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and what she considers taboo, while Betsy is appalled by some of the things that
seem quite acceptable to Laurie. Not an unusual theme, but pleasantly handled.
The only dubious note of the story is that Betsy, who has had to go home, tells
Laurie's brother her secret name (to be whispered to Betsy) rather than writing
it and really keeping it secret.
Winn, Marie. The Thief-Catcher; A Story About Why People Pay Taxes; illus. by Whitney
Darrow, Jr. Simon and Schuster, 1972. 37p. $3.50.
Like Winn's other books in this series of "concept storybooks" this is a simplified
R but quite adequate presentation for young children of a single topic. Here the aspect
K-2 of our society's structure that is explained is taxation. The text describes a busy
community in which a series of thefts is perpetrated. Obviously, the town needs
a thief-catcher; clearly, the people of the town are too busy with their own tasks
to take on any added responsibility. Finally one young man suggests that if each
person contributed a little money, a thief-catcher could be hired just for that job.
Taxes, the author says, are levied so that things can be done for the whole commu-
nity: police-protection, garbage collection, and other public services. Readers-aloud
may wince at the phrase "this little bit of money" given by each citizen, but small
listeners will understand the concept.
Wood, James Playsted. Poetry Is; Thoughts About the What, Why and Who of Poetry.
Houghton, 1972. 155p. $4.95.
A long and rambling dissertation on what poetry is, with discussions of the work
NR of many major writers, English and American, is vitiated by flowery writing: "Poetry
7-9 is moonbeam and stardust. It is will-o'-the-wispy and petal-delicate. It is also as
strong as force, as real as morning, as stern as the voice of God. It is as clean
as a straight line and perhaps the only real sense there is. It is pure fancy, but
it may be the only fact." The book is further weakened by generalizations and
flat statements, such as, "Religion is forbidden in the public schools not only because
of sectarian differences, but also because religion and the words in which it is ex-
pressed are poetry. This frightens legislators." Arrangement is chronological, but the
book has no chapter headings, no table of contents, no index. Not to be confused
with Ted Hughes' excellent book of 1970, which has the same title.
Wood, Nancy. Hollering Sun; photographs by Myron Wood. Simon and Schuster, 1972.
96p. $4.95.
Handsomely illustrated by excellent photographs, dignified in page layout, this
R is both a history of the Indians of the Taos Pueblo and a compilation of their poetic
5- legends and beliefs. The first part of the book is a long introduction in which the
author gives a history of the tribe, a history in which she indentifies, with indignation,
with the Taos viewpoint. The major portion of the volume comprises poems, sayings,
and aphorisms collected over the period of a ten-year friendship with the Indians
of the pueblo. The material is divided into "The Legends," "The Village," and
"Nature," but there is an awareness of-and respect for-nature in all its forms
that pervades all of the text.
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